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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Designer: Miguel Milá

Santa & Cole M64 LED Pendant

The Santa & Cole M64 Pendant Light was designed by Miguel
Milá in 1964 and was so successful that it won a Gold Delta–a
prestigious design award that has been going since 1961 and
seeks to showcase the best of Spanish companies and
designers. The renowned Swiss designer Max Bill presided over
the jury the year Milá won and it has since been noted that he
more than championed his pendant design, voting for it time and
time again until it won in the final stages. Because of this and his
encouragement, Milá from then on fondly referred to the design
as the Max Bill pendant which in turn became to be known as the
M64 pendant light.

This pendant is defined by a domed metal lampshade which
exhibits smooth lines and a clear silhouette. The M64 has also
been updated by Santa & Cole using their HeadLED technology
which creates a warm, effective glow and can be used with
several of their pendant lights. The M64 pendant is available in a
vast range of colour options and is perfect for use alone, in rows
or in clusters to provide an effective downlight whether used
above surfaces or as an accent light. A modern classic.

Please Note: The Santa & Cole M64 Pendant comes non-
dimmable with a white surface canopy as standard. Dali
dimming is available, as are a select number of canopy
options. Please contact us for more information and pricing.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

Light Source: 3.7W, 2700K, 416 Lumens

IP Code: 20

Dimming: Non-Dimmable.

Dimensions: Shade: Ø22cm
Shade Height: 16cm
Cable Length: 325-825cm
Surface Canopy: Ø11cm x 6cm
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